creepy costumes

CREEPY COSTUMES

CREEPY COSTUMES: marie antionette COSTUME

MATERIALS
TO SCULPT:
Sculpting clay
Plaster of Paris
Sealer and mold release agent for plaster mold.
I used Universal mold release, and Super
Seal sealer.
Urethane liquid flexible foam I cast the costume
bust with FlexFoam-iT X liquid foam (see
smooth-on.com/foams).
TO CARVE:
Blue sheet foam insulation If you’d rather carve,
you can use this foam insulation from the
hardware store and carve it with a hot wire.
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Acrylic paints
Wooden dowels or other piping
Backpack
Fabric
Oversize dress
Long gloves
Cotton stuffing
Wire
Sewing machine

1. Sculpt the bust with clay.
I decided to make the bust first, and to create the
rest of the costume around it. A hunk of clay and
several hours were spent sculpting a creepy, skinny
torso with super fake-looking boobs.

Headless Marie
Antoinette Costume

2. Turn the bust into foam.
Next, I poured a 2-part plaster mold over the clay
bust. Once the mold was removed, I coated the
interior with a sealer and release agent, and poured
in liquid urethane foam. Once the foam cured, I
removed the plaster and was rewarded with a Nerflike copy of the bust. (Instead of sculpting and casting, you can also carve the bust directly into plain
blue sheet insulation foam.) To add a dead skin
effect, use acrylic paints, because aerosols won’t set.
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veryone knows Halloween is a great opportunity to
scare the crap out of your friends and look good
doing it. My costume idea was inspired by the Marie
Antoinette movie that came out last year. I found a bunch
of great “headless” costumes online that used the basic
technique I wanted. Being a fan of zombie flicks, I took
this inspiration to the next level, aiming for gory realism.
I started with an illustration to show the general construction of a person holding her own head.
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Create the illusion of holding your own
decapitated head. By Nicole Magne

3. Raise the bust.
With my boyfriend Andy’s help, we welded a rig to
hold the bust above my head. But I suggest using
wooden dowels, as they are lighter and cheaper. We
used copper pipes because we already had them,
and because welding is fun.
Measure the dowels to start at the lower back
and extend to just above the head. If it’s too high, it
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